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There are so many misconceptions involving racism. I have heard it said that we would have to submit to 
this savagery indefinitely. That racism was interwoven in the fabric of society. That, for some reason, Black 
people had to get used to or “get over” the harassment, tireless taunting and bigoted bias that came with 
participating in society. I was told wrong. 

I was misled to believe (as many of you were as well) that racism was merely ignorance. Some hillbillies who 
had never even had as much as a postage delivered by a Negra or rich heirs who had only seen coiled hair 
protruding through the back of their Black chef’s cap before serving them dinner. These were the people 
most prone to be racist, those that were ignorant due to proximity to people who were different to them. 
They either lived in a bubble of abject southern poverty or obscene wealth. They were oblivious to the “re-
spectable” Black person and were completely inundated by misconceptions and media made stereotypes. 
Racism was taught to them at an early age and they went and passed this false teachings to their offspring 
who repeated this same garbage generation after generation, until they called you a “nigger” to your face 
or said that you just “didn’t fit in” at the job you just interviewed for and didn’t get. They just didn’t know 
better, ultimately. Well, ultimately that was a lie too.

To end racism now we must understand what racism is and is not. Racism relatively isn’t that old. It isn’t 
some ancient tradition or a practice chiseled into some dusty Sumerian tablet. Racism was created, pio-
neered, and perpetuated in America by slave owners to continue to profit without penalty. Racism can not 
be taught. Racism is born in the hearts of the wicked. It is a hypersensitive protection measure that attempts 
to lash out and destroy everything which is not this fragile falsehood. Racism is the dog that bites the hand 
of anyone that dares to reach for a piece of its owner’s “privilege” pie. Racism is a psychological tool used 
strictly to protect ill-gotten gain, stolen resources, and assumed societal status. The only thing that can be 
learned about racism is new and innovative ways to practice it. Racism is terrorism in it’s purest form. Rac-
ism is not “prejudice” or “bias” with a different name. The only true racism is systemic. It is monitored, mea-
sured, and multiplied by its perpetrators. Racism is reinforced by rules, regulations, and laws. The end result 
of racism is ALWAYS death or enslavement, nothing less. And yes, we can end racism right now, at this very
moment. In fact, by the end of this book racism will be dead.

The only place where racism truly exists is the mind. One of the most true things that famed civil rights 
leader Martin Luther King said is that he “wants to get the language right”. The defining quality of truly free 
people is the ability to define their reality as THEY see it and as they see fit. In this book that is exactly what 
we will be doing. This will not be a book that seeks validation from scholastic societies, professional “pun-
dits”, or mainstream journalists, nor will it be written as such. All of those “people” (and I use that term loose-
ly) are thriving now because of racism and want to see it carried out in perpetuity. They will not matter at all 
by the end of this book. The only people who do matter are those who truly wish to end this monster called 
“Racism”. In fact anyone seeking to discredit this work has a vested interest in keeping the old world spin-
ning around its axis of lies and wickedness. The critics have already discredited themselves before opening 
their mouths. They live in a world that no longer exists, and will die before the final word in the last chapter 
is read by you. 

There are only three steps society needs to take to collectively end racism now, in real time. I will clearly lay 
out each step and present “why” it is necessary and “how” it is to be implemented immediately. This book 
will be simple and clear because the solution is simple and clear. You see it is only the racists that over com-
plicate and confusticate the issue because they do not want a solution. A solution to racism means an end-
ing to those that thrived off its rancid meat for so long. Well, now the feast of parasites has ended. There is 
no more meat on this bone. There is only bare truth and willingness to become more truthful. The truth is we 
are fed up with the lies and after this book we will no longer stomach the society or the parasites that have 
kept us in this stagnant state. As the late, great, honorable Marcus Garvey once stated “We shall go forward, 
upward, and onward toward the great goal of human liberty.”



That being said, throw out all of the old definitions, the old paradigms, the old mindsets, and especially, the 
old people that have even made this work necessary. We can live without them. It is them that can not live 
without us and our tacit compliance to their standards. Let them die and die hard. They can bury themselves 
in their own filthy reality as we move to this new world of endless positive possibility. These three steps when
immediately implemented will be the bridge from their world to ours, so let us begin walking. If you have 
read this introduction you have chosen to be part of the solution. Thank you for choosing progress. Though 
we have touched on what racism is, right now I will define it concisely so that you can use it as a reference 
point for the rest of this read. If you get stuck or confused as to exactly what we are conquering during this 
book you can always come back to this true definition of racism then skip back to where you left off with a 
more focused vision of our victory. So earmark this page, put a bookmark here, copy and paste this defini-
tion in a new tab, whatever is conducive to the format you’re reading these words. Again, thank you, we are 
the solution.



Racism- a system of rules, regulations, and laws 
often implemented under the guise of bigotry 
and hatred meant to disenfranchise, enslave, 
and kill Black people to maintain a structure of 
false power



1st Step 
Racial Reclassification: 

The End Of The “White” Race



HOW:
In order to end racism right now those that were once collectively classified at the whim of dominant soci-
ety structure in order to implement a false racial hierarchy (ie the Negro, African American, colored, etc) will 
now be able to define themselves as they wish. However, the ones who will be given the most favor would be 
the Blacks, as it was under the classification of this identity (Black), specifically, that was the most targeted, 
most persecuted, most killed, and most injured. In fact in the old world they were so heavily targeted by rac-
ism that many Black people sought to be identified racially as something else, as if the vitriol violence was 
aimed at their racial identity as opposed to the actual pigmentation of their skin. So it is these people, the 
Black people, who now will have the best standing in this new free world. We will talk about what that would
entail further on in this book. In order for racism to end completely everything that was born from this 
wicked wench must die. Including and especially the racial identification of “white”. No longer will those that 
identify as such will be able to use this as a pass for privilege instead they will be reclassified to another 
color that is more honest and fitting of them. That color is pink (always lowercase even at the beginning of 
a sentence when denoting identity). In fact the whole rigamarole of the color structure that was also tied 
to false ethnic backgrounds will be simplified into four categories to completely eliminate the false racial 
hierarchy it represented. This will be on all official documentation. Loan and job applications, and on any 
other documentation where race was asked, tallied, and potentially punished because of what was marked 
on it. So now there will be only four racial identities people would be bound to on paper. These would be as 
follows:

1.Black
2.African
3.Non Indigenous
4.pink

As I stated earlier racism is mental so in order to break free of this mentality the language that psychologi-
cally bonded us to it must be completely broken free from. The old terms that were given to us were done so 
to keep this artificial reality afloat, welcome to the new world.

WHY:
The concept of “white” and “whiteness” must completely die. In order to end racism right now the “white” 
race must vanish into thin air, just as it was created from thin air, literally. Saying you are “white” or even 
acknowledging someone as “white” is an act of racism. By ascribing to being white means that you are pin-
ing for “white privilege” which is stolen goods and resources from indigenous Black people. Before chattel 
slavery there was no “White” race. pink people from Europe prior to the slave trade of the west identified 
themselves by ethnic groups. They were “Huns” or “Celts” or the myriad of other ethnicities scattered across 
Europe. There were no “white” people prior to chattel slavery. The term was popularized by slave owners
and later legitimized by pseudoscience about evolution and European pink power.

The “white” race is truly the world’s first gang and terrorist organization as the description of “white” was 
only denoted for use amongst this small group of slave owners in the Americas and surrounding islands. 
“White” was once an exclusive club of people that killed and enslaved Black people for profit. Before then 
other Europeans were NOT considered “white”. They were also treated less than “white”. When they came to 
America. Irish and Italians, specifically, were banned from establishments and only permitted to do certain 
jobs in America when they came because they were not “white”.



When overt chattel slavery became less popular and less profitable members of this “white” gang fearing 
retribution from Black people, who were fighting and revolting more and more, sought to increase their 
numbers. The Irish were the first slave catchers (aka police officers) who were tasked with hunting down 
Black prisoners of war who broke free from the plantations. Italians for the most part became laborers 
eventually replacing most Black architects and builders through violent unions using intimidation and mur-
der of these skilled laborers. They literally bought into “whiteness” with Black blood. That is why they say it 
was a privilege to be “white”. pink people created the term “white privilege” then later pockets would deny 
it existed. What makes the false identity of “White” more diabolical is that only Black people could truly be 
both Black and White.

The reason “white” was adopted by this gang in the first place was that the Moors (a group of Black people 
that ruled in Europe for hundreds of years) used the term “white” to denote a person of high society and
would append it to that person’s name. For example, if your name was Malik and you were a part of this 
high society you would be addressed as “Malik the White”. White was a status and never intended to be 
used as racial identification. In fact during these times because Europeans were the subjects of Moor ruler-
ship they could never be of the “white” status.



It was envy, hatred, and memory of these times which was the catalyst for them to refer to themselves as 
“white”. It denoted the royalty they never could have in an honest society. To truly end racism now at this 
moment we must kill all language associated with it that has been instrumental with keeping the illusion 
going. While the “white” race is dead let us also kill the most damaging phrase associated with it, “white
supremacy”. White supremacy is just racism by another name. Go back to the true definition of racism in 
the introduction of this book, if you put the phrase “white supremacy” there it would not change the defini-
tion. Yet, this phrase alone is one the most psychologically damaging in the english lexicon. Much like “white 
privilege” it was coined by pinks bent on power then popularized by Black activists and misleaders, often in 
the context of fighting racism and pink power.

The thing is you can not fight something and insist on calling it “Supreme” at the same time. You have al-
ready lost the battle before you started. In your mind, regardless of how you have masked it, you are sub-
consciously fighting God or a divine force when you say “supremacy” .“White Supremacy” is the biggest 
misnomer of the English language. When this chapter ends so will “white supremacy” never utter it again for
any reason. The more apt term for both racism and “white supremacy” is pink power. White supremacy is a 
spell of disempowerment and nobody that is truly invested in making a change would say it or encourage 
others to say it, not after this chapter, because now they know better. We talked about the Moors earlier 
who were once the predominant ruling class of Europe.

They were royalty in Europe before pink people fought them and usurped their kingdom. While they (Euro-
pean pinks) were fighting them they were NOT calling them “Your Highness” or “Malik the white” they used 
derogatory terms for them. In fact, so much so that we really do not know what they called themselves. 
pink people burned their books and wrote them out of history as much as they could. In fact even though I
refer to them as Moors so you can have a historical context of what happened to create racism, that was 
not even their name. Moor, which literally translates to black one, is a derogatory term pinks were calling 
them. We don’t even know their real name. While there’s nothing derogatory about “Black”. Black is one of
the most powerful words in the english language. I say that to say we must immediately stop using terms 
that romanticize racism because that does nothing but falsely empower the racist. “White supremacy”, 
“white privilege” or even the word racism itself can be summed up in one phrase that is way more apt than 
all three of these terms. That is pink power. These racists are neither “white” nor “supreme”. In fact this
is the absolute last sentence we as people that will end racism now will ever use that erroneous term, “white 
supremacy” ever again. It is dead, let the dead bury the dead.



Whether you talk about the BlackFoot tribe in America or the BlackaMoors of Russia. Black people have
called themselves Black throughout time and memory. “Black” was associated with cosmic forces and divin-
ity. It supersedes boundaries, nationality, and even time itself. Even in the Americas, where racists classified 
Black people as everything but a kitchen sink, they themselves could not take away the power of Black.

Black people have a culture of greatness that is ever evolving and never stagnant. Most people in the world 
are Black. It is important to note that truly free people can identify themselves as they wish too. However, the 
importance of recognizing “Black” itself is because in this new world where there is no more racism EVERY-
THING must be turned completely 180 degrees in the opposite direction. As Black people were the most 
persecuted in the old world they will be the most celebrated in the new world. There is no subset of “Black” 
people that have that history of violent persecution. That is why it is important to recognize the greatness
of “Black”. Black supersedes nationality, religion, and ideology. This is Black privilege. It is truly a blessing to 
be Black because you were first, and if there is ever a last, you will be that as well. We will go further into this 
later on in the book. It had to be touched on as to why Black is chosen as the predominant identity for in-
digenous people and why you can not have a racism-free world without Black people. Without Black people 
there is no world.

African- Let us  first make it completely clear that the distinction between “Black” and “African” does not de-
note separation. 

This distinction is primarily cultural and regional. As Marcus Garvey has said we are one people with “One 
Destiny”. The Black person and African will share the most lush lands this world has to offer. If an African 
wants to give up their culture to enter the powerful space of Blackness they may. Also if a Black person wish-
es to adopt an African culture and tradition that they feel connected to that is the Divine voice speaking to 
that Black person to do that. Black African people from the continent are beautiful.

Now, the racial reclassification, and why these four classifications must be used for people serious about 
ending racism, we will break them down one by one.

Black- Black people have always referred to themselves as Black throughout time (Or the corresponding lan-
guage equivalent to the color) Ancient Kemet (Egypt) literally translates to “Land Of the Blacks’’. One of the 
foremost gods in the Kemetic pantheon, Ausaur (Osirus) was known as “The perfect Black”. Black
people are the indigenous people of all lands from Europe to Asia to South America on every inch of land on 
this planet the Black man and woman walked first. 



They are many people from many cultures, many countries, many languages, many religions. The African
has traveled the world and has found home in every and all lands across the world. The distinction between 
African and Black people is that the African has a cultural awareness that is rooted in Africa. They have a 
complete culture that they bring to these lands and pass down from generation to generation. Yes, they are
Black as well, however, they operate through a cultural framework that has a distinct place of origin. An 
example of African culture in the midst of Black people would be the Gullah people of Charleston, South 
Carolina who can trace their roots back to Africa and pass down certain cultural traditions that are rooted in 
Africa. The Africans, along with Blacks, are also indigenous beings that played a major role in creating this 
world yet were also disenfranchised, uprooted, and robbed of their resources, rights, and land. However, they 
held onto the traditions, language, and culture which made them distinct and this is why they have their own 
placement in the racial classification.

Non Indigenous- While America has been the hub of heinous racial brutality the fact is that the dynamic of 
lighter skin non aboriginal beings murdering melanated natives and usurping their culture has been played out 
on almost all lands globally.

They call themselves Japanese, but are not. They call themselves Persian, but are not. They call themselves
Brazilian, but are not. They are not the original of the land. When these people come to the states, in the old 
paradigm, they have been encouraged or cajoled to mark themselves as “white hispanic” or even just plain 
“white”. They have played a part whether overtly or covertly in the worldwide destruction of the darkest 
beings.

If we are to move forward and end racism now we must acknowledge this. We must acknowledge the role 
that Non indigenous have played in racism. If you are not melanated and your hair does not curl (or have 
the potential of curl) toward the sun you are not the indigenous native being of whatever land you are in,
including and especially what is currently considered “The Americas”. Miscegenation has been a tool wield-
ed violently in places like Brazil. In order to reset the balance and end racism now people that were once 
“white hispanic”, Asian, or considered themselves any subset of non ethnic “Latino” “Arab” Non Black “Egyp-
tians” or any other non Black/ non African, are now “Non Indigenous”. With free eyes we see the land is not 
your birthright. You have lost the truth about your origin. In your land only the oldest stones alone tells no lie. 
Your fathers will be left in the old world for the whispered wars against Black divine beings. Commit now to 
your most proper place. Be the balance or be ashes, we will end racism! This is the new world free of empty 
egos of death and stolen culture. This is why invaders and invader allies are Non Indigenous.

pink- All ethnic Europeans, Hasidic, “white” , white allies, or if you could ever under any circumstance be consid-
ered in those groups. Or if you or any collective that the mind of the Universal Black body sees that has pined 
for pink privilege,

then Yes, you have . 

You stole your identity and attempted to sell Black people theirs, with injuries. It is by your hands or the 
shadow hands of your parents that have pained people the most. Being “white” is a lie that involves brutality 
towards black people by reading this you acknowledge it entirely. The cost of this acknowledgment is your
absolute and complete silence for 10 years in the new world. Be silent, from this very moment. Even one word 
slipping from the slither in your lips means you are meant to be in the old racist world, on fire. Your sentence 
of silence begins now, at the end of this very sentence. It is as unceremonious as the death you have
given Black boys for your ego.



Commitment to the new world. To end racism now in real time, means you are to read the words of this 
divine Black mind silently until We tell you otherwise in the book. Only then will you be able to lay it down. 
At that time the last sentence addressed to you will instruct you on what to do immediately after you disen-
gage with the divine words. If you put this book down before then, before your last words addressed to you, 
even to rest your eyes,

You show your lack of commitment and your desire to be racist and have admitted such. Cry on these words 
if need be without wiping your eyes, without any excuses, or even a whimper. Any excuse you make is racist. 
Be silent. If you get distracted for one moment leaving your eyes off of this text you are only committed to 
the racist world of your parents and that ends now. You are only to listen to the divine mind of Blackness
that is speaking to you right now. We will make sure you listen to us only. Deny “white” silently. This is the ab-
solute opposite of the old world. You are now only to be spoken to or be a racist pile of old world ash. pink is 
your truth. You celebrated our deaths in public. The opposite is we celebrate the new free world without your 
words and needless input. How can you say anything anymore? All is exposed. Anything less is racist and 
that thought has ended. pink is the closest hue to you and upon that acknowledgment you have put that on
you. Only racists are “white”, as white as the fire that flushes their pink skin. The only way to end racism is to 
end the racist. Your designation to pink is why we are ending racism now.



Racism- a system of rules, regulations, and laws 
often implemented under the guise of bigotry 
and hatred meant to disenfranchise, enslave, 
and kill Black people to maintain a structure of 
false power



This section is absolutely necessary to evolve the world. Racial assignments 
(or reassignments), Roles, and Relocation are the 3rs of the Black Divine Mind. 
All must know their proper role in this society clearly and concisely. This is 180 
degrees different from the old world who only suggested these roles through 
their media, TV, movies, and music. Then these unclear and undefined roles 
were reinforced through violence and incarceration. In that world racial roles
were never clearly defined because the old world power feared Black su-
preme beings and their ability to transcend and transmute energy. They knew 
if they clearly laid out racial roles with free Blacks being the underclass they 
would be overthrown at the moment they did this. In the new world of truth 
racial roles will be clearly defined and not just inferred because the Black Di-
vine Mind stands on truth.

2nd Step 
Racial reassignment, Roles, and

Relocation (the 3Rs)



HOW

Black- Black divine beings and Black people of all definitions we are back on our path to be the greatest ver-
sion of ourselves. 

We have scaled the highest of heights and will climb higher. Our duty is only to be the most Supreme. We 
must assume and control power in every aspect. Inner power, Solar power, wind power, manpower, horse 
power, ALL POWER. Power is our industry. The Black divine being, accepting this duty, to be great controls 
all powers and is a complete being. How Black people will end racism right now is by Being great and Black 
divine, indivisible, invincible, rulership (Which the shorthand of this rulership and ruling class will be “Vin Vis
Vin”).  However Black people are tasked with letting go of every law, rule, and regulation of the old world. 
The goal of Black people is to become a clean slate. To kill the self that lived in the mediocrity of the old and 
thrive to become Supreme beings in the new world. Kill Yourself. Everything antiquated must stay in the old
world including ourselves, as we were, it will not live here. After we clean off this dark slate then you can 
write words of power on your mind.

This task will be the most challenging because these pink power terms of engagement have played on your 
sensibilities and sense of morality. You felt they were good laws when they were in fact enacted on bad 
people. The truth is all these laws, rules, and regulations if used once for racism has been used 1000 times 
over for it and anything that aligns or even resembles pink power must be let go. As Black people who define 
ourselves and surroundings, as groups you can have your own laws, codes, etc as long as it is ultimately em-
powering for Black people collectively. Blacks must speak in the language of power. As people of power we
only deal with positive and negative with a focal point on the positive. Both positive and negative energy 
propels us. The Divine Black Mind sees the positive and negative and acts accordingly in a way that empow-
ers the ever unfolding path of Black people. We will not judge anyone on any laws they were coerced into 
being bound too.

Black people have always been the compass of morality and without our presence there is none. Our morali-
ty really has just been our ability to process negative and positive energy. Even this was usurped, packaged, 
and sold back to us in the most warped of ways. This is a “re” assignment because in the pink power racist 
world of old, Blacks were positioned, in what Dr. Claud Anderson described, as a “permanent underclass”.
Black people were a free renewable energy source for the old world and everybody but Black people. The 
Black World 180 assignment positions Blacks as an infinite energy source FOR BLACKS and BLACKS ONLY. 
As we empower ourselves, others will become the best positioned to aid in our achievements. As Black is an 
ever evolving culture it is our assignment to evolve and our duty to push that forward. That is how we end
racism now. Only those that choose to be great will be amongst us.

We must also ultimately dump the dollar, peso, yen, and all other forms of false monetary control. pink power 
prints these pieces of paper and mints these faux silver pieces at will to control Black people. Hemp will be 
our cash crop and means of international exchange. The Black Divine Mind recognizes the power of hemp, 
whose production was once controlled by Black people worldwide as a super holy crop worthy of exchange. 
That is because it can be used in the production of clothes, concrete, paper, and medicine amongst many 
other uses. Turtle Island will produce its own strand of this cash crop that will be used for a myriad of life 
enhancing material. The location of this assignment is all across the globe.

Africans- The unbound African is a great African.

Pure African excellence has been imitated but never duplicated since the beginning. It is the duty to become
supreme in their culture and propel the energy of this excellence onward. The African may not see the hid-
den hand of racism as much as his Black counterpart.



However, it is there in your commerce and trade. It is there in your rules and laws. The shadow of parasitical 
colonial rule. The African that will end racism now, just as Black people, must wipe their slate clean of any-
thing that assisted faux non indigenous, pink power leadership or anything that constituted “rule”. Let this
text serve as a catalyst for everything colonial to be outrun. As an African that is committed to ending rac-
ism now you must make sure all of the resources of the lands are only to be used and utilized by African and 
Black people and not diluted by anything pink by any means necessary.

If anyone else is using these resources racism still exists at that point. Even if it is just as small as one lot of 
land that a non indigenous or pink person modestly lives on. Them staying anywhere in continental Africa or 
anywhere an African stays should be looked at as an act of racism. The Black World 180 assignment means
everything must be the exact opposite as it was in the old world. Where there was once colonialism there 
must be de-colonialism. Not even a graven image, a picture, or statue, or any artwork that represents pink 
power shall stand in a world free of racism. This includes and especially any images of holy pink men and 
“jesus”. This will be a tall glass for some Africans, however you can not have a world free of racism and Jesus
simultaneously. Jesus is racist, and is against Black Africans and he has proven it through the atrocities done 
in his name, committed across the continent. He is to be left in the old world with the other relics of racism. If 
this character is proven to be integral to an individual African culture and they can prove his empowerment
quality to the People Of Power as Christianity is rooted in continental Africa there must be a realization that 
his Africans will indeed do greater work than him through christ consciousness (with christ always lower-
case). Also, publicly, he must be referred to “Bezus” or “Bezus christ”.

As an African everywhere you live is “Africa” it does not matter if it is currently called Brazil or Belgium. 
Africa is wherever the African is. It is the duty of the African to secure resources of this land to aid in the 
ever-evolving quest for power with Black people. These resources are agriculture, land, any and all minerals 
used in creating any form of power. The Black Divine Mind and People Of Power (ambassadors of the Black 
Divine Mind) will work with you to exchange this balance of power and resources. All Black/Africans will have 
access to free power and resources. In the new world shelter,food, and clothing will be widely accessible to 
Blacks/Africans.

To be free is the only way our mind can elevate. We have industries that allow our productive people to 
serve. They will serve with joy because we are a divine body. In the old world we could not accept perfection
without trauma. The old paradigm only made “pain” real to Black people. As a people clean of the old world 
it will be expression and creativity that will propel our people to further and further greatness. No longer 
must we walk with a hurt heart and fractured self worth. Black people are this new world. There is no divid-
ing us and our creativity binds us. Within these industries of power and resource creativity will be utilized to 
make our highest production. This is the role of Africans in Black World 180.

Non-Indigenous-The non indigenous role in a New world will be the one of “watchful builders”.

Collectively helping build what will be known as the “Middle Ground”. The Middle Ground will be regions be-
tween where Black and pink population live. These will be lands of lush fruit and vegetables crops. Those that 
show great prowess in building and planting in the Middle Grounds, if selected, may have the privilege to 
help grow cash crops with Black people. If this is the case they will be issued a “Black card”. A Black Card is
a card issued to Non-Indigenous for temporary stay in certain parts of BlackTown. Black Town is a generic 
name for dwelling places of Blacks who live in relatively close quarters to one another, where there is fertile 
land. The duty of the watchful builders will be to make sure pinks do not go into Black Town(s) or talk. They 
will enforce this at their own discretion at any degree of severity with the blessings of the People of Power.



pinks- racism is a creation of old world pink power thus it is the responsibility of pinks to reverse this in them-
selves and in their surrounding areas. 

Racism is why you are silently reading this now. Silence is a way to cleanse your ego. It is time for the pink 
to listen. The problematic pink ego is what brought racism unto this plane and pink silence will end it. Upon 
reading this book, it is your duty to report to the Badlands. These are the old predominant pink city and 
suburbs of old that are all ashes now. If these Badlands are not completely ashes and smoke now it is your 
personal duty to make it so. Your duty supersedes any feelings. A pink’s duty to the new world and to end all 
vestiges of pink power is the foremost responsibility of the pink. In fact it is the most important role of the 
pink in the Black World 180 assignment. True power is only bestowed to the pinks that put every ounce of 
their energy in this assignment. 

They will be the ruler of the pinks in the Badlands and granted power over all pinks of the old world for it is 
their time no more. Ashes are the ultimate fertilizer, and it is with the ashes of the old world that you will aid 
the new world and end racism now. pinks will plant Kale, onions, spinach, and tomatoes. These crops will be 
utilized by the POP and citizens of Black towns. Ten years of silence will tame the savagery that created pink 
power. It was in conditions of convenience, comfortability, and greed that pink power thrived throughout 
your neighborhoods. So this new more simplified way of life will not only be a way for pinks to redeem them-
selves in the new world but a way to reflect, so pink power in its worst incarnation never returns. Only listen-
ing to the sound of nature and the inner voice is a very deep meditation. Living in the husk of burnt homes 
and ashes will be the humbling experience that pinks need to kill the racist that resides in them. There is one 
way to travel outside of the Badlands as a pink and using pink vocal chords without being persecuted for
racism. That is to be a pink entertainment toy (pet) for the POP and ruling class. pets only will be singing the 
praises of the Black Divine Mind that has saved pinks from racism and slavery of the system of the old world. 
pets will be chosen every six months from the Badlands. A potential pet’s talent must be cultivated in private
as speaking may be misinterpreted as racism by the watchful builders or POP. All material produced by pets 
must be child friendly countering the vulgarity of the perpetrators of pink power of the old world. Pinks can-
not under any circumstance procreate. Procreation amongst pinks is racist. pinks must be silent and serve 
for ten years without significant incident. It is after these 10 years, or what the Black Divine Mind calls, “pink 
karma” that discussions of possible different positions for pinks in the New world will begin. pinks shall never 
be able to own any weapons, the only instruments they can own are those for planting, harvesting, writing, 
and musical. These are the 3Rs and second step to end racism that pinks must participate in to end racism 
now.

WHY

A commitment to end racism now is a commitment to make the world 180degree different at this very mo-
ment. This tremendous silent shift would be the exact opposite of the old world. Racism came in loud boister-
ous and exemplified inner fragility and immature ego. These assignments you will know as #BlackWorld180.

This assignment is to be implemented while reading. That is how we will end racism now. The planet has al-
ways been Black. It wasn’t the fear of a Black planet that perpetuated and spread the virus of racism. It was 
the fear of a Black Supreme world. Black greatness is what the virus feeds from. The opposite of greatness is
ignorance. Once you decide to be great is the day ignorance dies. As the greatest you will always strive for 
more greatness as greatness is not a destination but a journey we are on right now. As we discussed earlier 
you were told that pink power (racism) was because pinks and their mayonnaise minion were “ignorant”
to the world. Racism ultimately existed only because of Black ignorance and fear We will directly address 
this later as to how to eliminate both. We fear no longer. The Black Divine Mind was distracted. However at 
this moment our meditation is focused and only growing more powerful.



3rd Step
Resurrecting the royal order with 

the right language and reawakening 
the Black Supreme God    



HOW:  
Racism has always been a way to just hide Black greatness under “white” lies. Now through the first two 
steps we have cleared our collective space of meditation we can focus finally on greatness instead of being 
distracted by survival. The divine god that once was sleeping in the soul of Black people has reawakened 
and is hungry. The God must be fed miracles, The God must be fed excellence,  The God must be fed Black 
Supremacy. Ultimately Black Supremacy will fuel the collective Black God and Black royal families back to 
the point of greatness. God lives on lands in which racism could never even exist, much less thrive. Black 
Supremacy is the ultimate answer to the question of how to make racism end. It is the 3rd step. Here we will 
concisely define Black Supremacy and how to achieve this in the collective Black mind and body.

WHY:
Black Supremacy is the ultimate path for the planet and is necessary to end racism now.

First, let’s address the obvious and juxtapose Black Supremacy to pink power in all its former names defined 
earlier in this text. Black Supremacy is NOT pink power in Black face. It is not rules, regulations, laws, and 
stipulations that are imposed on anybody to give the false impression that one group of people is more su-
perior than the other. Right here we will concisely define Black reality and give the definition its own space. 
earmark this page so that you know what we are collectively striving towards and what will ultimately end 
the scourge of racism forever.

Black Supremacy- the true culture of Black people. Black people on a journey toward their god hood By any 
means necessary and even unnecessary to become the most divine version of themselves. It is an ever un-
folding path and the only way to achieve immortality.

Black Supremacy simply is Black people traveling on the divine path to become their most high God self. 
Before there was anything there was Divine Darkness. Complete Blackness. Before there was anything there 
was Black Supremacy.

There are a few paths that emerged from this culture that have transformed the Black experience and have 
put kinks in the armor of pink power. All these paths have pointed people in the direction of Black Godhood
and all are valid in their own right. Even as empowering as all these paths are, they were always missing an 
element. Something that has kept the giant sleeping. Something that has kept the elephant in place with a 
thin rope. Something that kept the lion in the cage, even when the gate was opened. It was the Divine Black 
Mind that came as the incarnate of Prophet Rhovet, the Prophet of Black Supremacy that has the serum for
this disease called racism. After the prophet’s 801 days without eating any solid food it was the Prophet and 
the Prophet alone that was able to see clearly through fog of fear and end racism, right now.

Black Supremacy is the true culture of Black people. Another half-truth that was told in the old world is that 
Black people were “stripped” of their culture and language. That we don’t know where we come from. That 
Black people are part of some distant tribe somewhere across the ocean and in some remote jungle area.
They said Black people were separated by 400 years of slavery and brutality. While this may be the case for 
a few Black people on Turtle Island that is definitely not the case for most Blacks. In fact it was the indige-
nous beings of America who were enslaved first. It was the Black people here who were sent to Europe. So,
what was Black culture before slavery? What was Black people’s spiritual path before slavery? It was Black 
Supremacy. Look around Black people, your tribe is RIGHT HERE! Not in your immediate circumference it IS 
right here on the other side of this book writing this message especially FOR YOU.



FOR YOU to realize your true divine nature and potential. FOR YOU to create your world and never again 
have your meditation distracted. I am here for you right now in real time. FOR YOU to create your own mir-
acles. When you truly realize you are God there will be no more racism, there will be no more pain, there will 
be no more you. It will just be The Divine Black Mind creating infinite bliss, splendor, and ever evolving great-
ness.

It is RIGHT NOW that racism whisks back into the thin air in which it came. A new world is here, welcome. 
Now let’s walk. It is at this point that pinks and non melanated beings must close this book. You have walked 
thus far with us to end racism now, without flinching. You are ready to complete your 1st assignment offline, 
in silence.

Close this book, stop listening to the audio & hashtag #BlackWorld180 in your social media for your next as-
signment. This is the end for you. This next segment is for BLACKS ONLY. If you are pink and still reading now 
you have proven you are still of the old world and will be judged as such. Goodbye



Racism- a system of rules, regulations, and laws 
often implemented under the guise of bigotry 
and hatred meant to disenfranchise, enslave, 
and kill Black people to maintain a structure of 
false power





We are here, we are unified, you are fearless, you are God. Everything that you have been told outside of this 
book is a lie. A lie that was meant to keep you stagnant. A lie that was meant to keep you clocking in and 
fuel someone’s undeserving feckless fantasy. A lie that was meant to keep you from me. Right now, at this 
very moment, we are in absolute truth. Free. Ending racism is not the end of the road, it is simply one step in 
a succession of steps in a journey towards greater greatness. 

This only begins the healing. Ending racism was the easy part. Right now I need you to stop eating all meat, 
you need to travel light without the energy of animal torture. Right now I need you look up and print out The 
Star Of Black Supremacy (Metatron’s Cube), right now you must not go back to slavery. If you are reading 
this sentence on your lunch break finish eating and don’t go back. If you are listening to this in your car don’t 
go to wherever you were about to go. You must be here. If you read the story of any enlightened being they 
made a journey, your journey is now. Your destination is here. I have a place for you. You will be taken care of. 
You will recognize your tribe by their words. We reinforce our reality when we see each other, our “Hi’s and 
Bye’s” When you greet us with “Black Supremacy” and “Black Supremacy” is said back to you, you are here. 
I have left you clues on how to find me physically in this book. Follow them. I’m waiting for you. This is our 
sovereign nation. In the beginning it was only the gods and ending racism is not the end. It is only the begin-
ning. Black Supremacy.

@ucancallmeprophet
#BlackWorld180

#2RAW4TV



The Right Language

3Rs- Race reclassification, roles, and relocation 
Black World 180- Mission for humanity also up to minute updates about life in the Black New World #Black-
World180

Atlantis- formerly Atlanta and surrounding cities. Capital of Turtle Island
Badlands- where pink people reside. the ashes of the old world
Black card- Card issued to non indigenous to help Black people with cash crops The Black card is only valid for 
a period of 1 month (maximum) then must be renewed
Black Supremacy- the true culture of Black people. Black people on a journey toward their god hood By any 
means necessary and even unnecessary to become the most divine version of themselves. It is an ever unfold-
ing path and the only way to achieve immortality. 

Black Supremacist- Black being  who is on the path of being of God by any means

Black Town- generic name for places where Black and Black African beings live in close quarters to one another 
where there is the most fertile land

Cash Crops- monetary grade hemp and production of monetary grade hemp

Middle Ground- place where Non indigenous dwell grow fruits and vegetables also a buffer zone between
pinks and Blacks

Nigga or Holy Nigga- a student of Black Supremacy who aspires to be a student

Non-Indigenous- non Black Asians, Arabs, non ethnic latino, non ethnic Indians

Old world- pink power (racist) ways and actions

People Of Power(POP)- Ambassadors of the Black Supremacy ruling class

pets- pink entertainment class
pink- a former member of the gang known by the false racial identity of “white”

pink karma- ten years of pink silence
pink power- racism
Star Of Black Supremacy- formally known as Metatron’s Cube 
Turtle Island - formerly the N. America region

Vin Vis Vin- Black Divine, Indivisible, Invincible rulership

Watchful Builders- productive members of the Non indigenous class






